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Name ……………………………………………………………

Date …………………………

Write

Write

Cover and write
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……………………………………………………………………………………………………

immediate

identity

referral

referee

re-examine

co-ordinate

reference

referred

referring

refer

Spellings

We’re not lost! These grid
reference numbers will give us
the co-ordinates we need.

Total

/10

Cover and write

Spelling patterns adding suffixes to words ending in -fer, use of hyphens with prefixes,
extension, word list

Term 2 Set 1 Week 1

Practice Sheet
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Activity Sheet

Name ………………………………………………………

Term 2 Set 1 Week 1

When adding suffixes beginning with vowel letters to
words ending in -fer, the r is doubled if the -fer is stressed,
but the r is not doubled if the -fer is no longer stressed.
When adding these suffixes,
the -fer is stressed, so the r
needs to be doubled.

When adding these suffixes,
the -fer is not stressed,
so the r does not need to
be doubled.

refer + r + ing

referring

offer + ing

offering

refer + r + ed

………………

offer + ed

………………

refer + r + al

………………

suffer + ing

………………

transfer + r + ing ………………

suffer + ed

………………

transfer + r + ed ………………

differ + ed

………………

transfer + r + al ………………

refer + ee

………………

prefer + r + ing ………………

refer + ence

………………

prefer + r + ed

transfer + ence ………………

………………

confer + r + ing ………………

prefer + ence

………………

confer + r + ed ………………

confer + ence

………………

Complete the sentences below using the words above.
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I know. I ……………………
to help people, but Miss
said no ……………………
was allowed.
© Copyright HeadStart Primary Ltd

I …………………… it when
we could help each other.

SPELLING YEAR 5

Activity Sheet

Name ………………………………………………………

Term 2 Set 1 Week 1

The children in my class have written some sentences,
but they have made some spelling mistakes. Identify the
mistakes and write the correct spellings above.
The referree blew the whistle at the end of the match.
The striker was transfered for a record-breaking sum.
Our teacher went to an education conferrence yesterday.
I prefered the chicken nuggets. What was your preferrence?
A dictionary is an excellent referrence book.
Even though our answers differred, we both got good marks.
There was no confering allowed in the general knowledge quiz.
I’m transfering all this data onto a bar chart.
The team sufferred a terrible defeat on Saturday.

Now use these same words to write sentences of your own.
……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………
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